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Chapterr 4 

Biass approximation in large T\ small 

NN panels 

4.11 Introductio n 

InIn this chapter we analyse various least squares based estimation procedures for the higher-

orderr dynamic panel data model with fixed individual effects and a non-scalar covariance 

matrix.. Both the ordinary and generalised Least Squares Dummy Variables (LSDV) 

estimatorss are considered. The choice of the model and estimators is based mainly on the 

typicall  empirical study at hand, i.e. estimation of money demand functions in the area of 

thee European Union (EU). The data are a cross-section of times series for 14 EU countries 

(Luxembourgg is not included in the data) and the number of cross-section units N in the 

datasett is relatively small compared with the time dimension T. In the simulation study 

off  Chapter 2 we found that in the first-order dynamic panel data model with a scalar 

covariancee matrix the bias of least squares based techniques is relatively small compared 

too instrumental variables based methods when T is larger than N. Based on a mean 

squaredd error criterion, least squares methods are to be preferred in this case. 

Notwithstandingg the relatively good performance of least squares methods, they are 

stilll  biased in dynamic models due to the inclusion of lagged dependent variable regressors 

andd require T large for consistency. The simulations in Chapter 2 and other Monte 

Carloo experiments (Judson and Owen, 1999) show that these biases can be substantial 

especiallyy for persistent models, i.e. stable dynamic models where the coefficient of the 

laggedd dependent variable is close to one. As these models are commonly encountered in 

macro-economicc applications like the empirical study on money demand, it is important 

too develop more accurate estimation procedures. 
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Inn this chapter we will develop alternative coefficient estimators by applying bias 

correctionss to original estimators. Although the approach adopted here is comparable 

too that pursued in Chapters 2 and 3, there are several important differences. First, 

ass the dimensions of the data are different from the typical small T, large N panel, 

higher-orderr approximations will be developed from a large T perspective while keeping 

NN fixed. Second, as N is finite we assume fixed instead of random individual specific 

effects.. Third, the model of Chapters 2 and 3 will be extended in several directions. 

Thesee extensions are necessary to apply bias corrected estimators in applied research. 

Inn the empirical study on EU wide money demand, for example, it turns out that the 

first-orderr dynamic model is not general enough to capture all the dynamic features in the 

data.. Regarding the disturbance covariance structure, when analysing time series for a 

groupp of countries both cross-sectional heteroscedasticity and interdependencies between 

countriess are likely to be present. Hence, disturbance vectors of different cross-sectional 

unitss have different variances and may be correlated. To the extent that the covariance 

matrixx of the disturbances is non-scalar, one should explicitly take this into account in 

anyy inference procedure exploiting the panel nature of the data. 

Usingg asymptotic expansion techniques, Kiviet (1995, 1999) derives an approximation 

formulaa for the bias of the ordinary LSDV estimator in the first-order stable dynamic panel 

dataa model with normal disturbances and a scalar covariance matrix (see also Section 2.3 

off  this thesis). We use these and other results on bias approximation in higher-order 

dynamicc regression models (Kiviet and Phillips, 1994) to develop bias expressions for the 

ordinaryy and generalised LSDV estimators in higher-order dynamic panel data models 

withh general covariance structure. 

Apartt from developing more accurate estimation procedures for the so-called short-run 

parameters,, estimation of other model parameters will be considered also. First, in the 

casee of the money demand relationship the long-run effects are important for policymakers. 

Hence,, a clear distinction is made between estimation of short- and long-run parameter 

vectors.. The direct bias correction on long-run coefficients, proposed by Pesaran and Zhao 

(1999)) in the context of the dynamic random coefficient model, is applicable here also. 

Second,, in practice often particular linear restrictions are imposed on the parameters 

beforee estimation. For example, in empirical studies of money demand often long-run 

pricee or income homogeneity is imposed. Hence, we also develop bias approximation 

formulaee for restricted estimators along the lines of Kiviet and Phillips (1994). Third, 

inn the type of model analysed here, estimation of the variances of coefficient estimators 

byy conventional asymptotic expressions can be dramatically inaccurate (Freedman and 

Peters,, 1984; Beck and Katz, 1995). Hence, we make use of bootstrap procedures to 
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estimatee standard errors. 

Thee bias expressions developed in this chapter will be used to construct bias corrected 

estimatorss and they will be applied in the empirical study on money demand. Various 

authorss have estimated a money demand function based on aggregated time series for the 

wholee EU area and tested the stability of this function through time (Kremers and Lane, 

1990;; Monticelli and Papi, 1996; Fase and Winder, 1998). All those studies use time 

seriess techniques, but considering the EU countries as a cross-section one can possibly 

usee panel data techniques. We will examine to what extent panel data techniques are a 

validd alternative for estimating EU wide money demand functions. Using aggregated time 

seriess it has been found that EU wide money demand is more stable than money demand 

inn the individual member countries. An explanation for this fact is that when using 

aggregatedd data spillover effects between countries are internalised. As money demand 

specificationss for individual countries typically do not contain variables measuring foreign 

developments,, specification bias may cause them to be less stable than aggregated money 

demand.. Exploiting the panel nature of the data we try to identify spillovers between 

countriess by specifying a general disturbance covariance structure and including foreign 

variabless in the empirical specification. 

Sectionn 4.2 gives an outline of the model. In evaluating the bias terms of the estimators, 

aa detailed knowledge of the stochastic structure of the model is needed and this will be 

describedd in this section. In Section 4.3 bias expressions for ordinary and generalised 

LSDVV estimators will be developed. In Section 4.4 we consider estimation under linear 

restrictions,, while estimators of long-run parameters will be analysed in Section 4.5. In 

Sectionn 4.6 estimation of asymptotic standard errors by using either analytical expressions 

orr bootstrap procedures will be discussed. In Section 4.7 the estimation techniques will be 

appliedd to estimate EU wide money demand functions for Ml , M2 and M3. The emphasis 

iss on the plausibility of coefficient estimates and effectiveness of bias approximations. 

Sectionn 4.8 concludes. 

4.22 Model 

Inn Chapters 2 and 3 we have considered the first-order dynamic panel data model1. Here, 

wee extend the analysis to higher-order dynamic models, i.e. 

p p 

yityit = '^2l(pyi,t-p + P'xit+r}i  + ea, i = !,..., N; t = 1,...,T. (4.1) 
p=i i 

1Wee will use similar notation as in Section 2.2. 
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Inn this model the dependent variable ylt is regressed on a K x 1 vector of explanatory 

variabless xit with parameter vector j3, P lagged values of the dependent variable and an 

individuall  specific constant. The explanatory variables in xit are assumed to be strictly 

exogenous,, i.e. 

E[XE[XÜÜEEJSJS}}  = 0, Vi, j ,*,s , (4.2) 

andd the individual effects r\l are assumed fixed, but unknown. Note that both the uni-

variatee processes for yit and the elements of xit may contain unit roots. However, the 

relationshipp (4.1) between yit and xit is assumed to be stable. For P — 1 this implies 

| 7jj  < 1, but in higher-order models more complicated restrictions on the autoregressive 

coefficientss are required for stability. Regarding the disturbances elt it wil l be assumed 

throughoutt that they are normally distributed. Moreover, they are uncorrelated through 

time,, but we allow for heteroscedasticity across cross-sectional units and non-zero con-

temporaneouss cross-correlations, i.e. 

E[EE[EUU]=Q]=Q 11 V i , t , 1 

E[EE[Eititeej3j3]=0,]=0,  Vi,],t^s, \ (4.3) 

E[£E[£ititEjt]=ffij,Ejt]=ffij,  Vi,j',t . J 

Stackingg the observations over time we get 

p p 

==  Wl6 + r] iiT + Et, (4.4) 

wheree ? /w = (yM _p, ...,j/i iT -p)', Xt = (xu, ...,xiT)', 6 = {j\0')\ 7 = ( 7 i . - , 7 p )' and 

WiWi = [yi,-i:...'-yi,-p'-Xi}. 

Lik ee in Section 2.2 we decompose y into a relevant random component, denoted by 

aa tilde, and irrelevant random plus deterministic components, denoted by a bar. The 

relevantt random component is in some way related to the disturbance term Eit, while the 

irrelevantt component is not, i.e. 

ViVi = Ep=i iPyi,-p + x$ + Vi^r, 

wheree we use the assumption that we have fixed individual effects and only strictly ex-

ogenouss explanatory variables, i.e. Xi = O and f] i = 0. For the initial values we assume 

Vi,i-Vi,i-PP = °, 

Vi,l-pVi,l-p = 3/-i,l —p ? 

(4.5) ) 

(4.6) ) 
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forr p = 1,..., P, so we condition on p fixed starting values. Defining 
- l l 

(4.7) ) r r=L_£7pLpjj  , 

wee write for the relevant random components in (4.5) 

yyxx = TTet, 2 = 1,..., N. (4.8) 

Too analyse the estimators in the next section we need a decomposition of the matrix ArWi 

intoo relevant and irrelevant random components. We may write AjWi = ArWi + ArWi 

with h 

AATTWiWi = AT[yi,-i :....-yi,-p':Xi} 
p p 

==  Y^AT^TEie'p, (4.9) 
P= i i 

becausee Xi = O and Aryi-P = ArL^yi and where ep is the (P + K) x 1 unit vector with 

itss pth element equal to one. 

Stackingg the observations across individuals too, one gets 

yy = W6 + Sr) + e, (4.10) 

wheree y and e are NT x 1 vectors, T) — (r/1? ...,r)N)' is a N x 1 vector and W = [W[:...:W'N]' 

andd S = IN®LT axe NT x (K + P) and AT x A7 matrices respectively. The assumptions 

aboutt e can be written as 

e~//(0,n),e~//(0,n), (4.11) 

wheree Q — S <8> ^r with T, a. N x N matrix with typical element tr^. For the relevant 

stochasticc components in AW we find from (4.9) 

p p 

AWAW = ^AU'Tee'p 
p=i i 
p p 

wheree np = Ai^T . 

Modell  (4.10) with (4.11) is a generalised normal regression model and in the next sec-

tionss estimation of both short- and long-run coefficients will be considered. The elements 

off  the parameter vector 6 are called short-run coefficients and 0 = {3/(1 — Y P̂=i  7p) *s ^ne 

vectorr of long-run effects. 
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4.33 Short-run coefficient estimators 

4.3.11 LSDV estimator 

Thee ordinary least squares estimator for 6 in (4.10) is the familiar LSDV estimator 

SLSDVSLSDV = (W'AW)-lW'Ay, (4.13) 

andd its estimation error is 

£>LSDV£>LSDV - <5 = (W'AW)-1 W'Ae, (4.14) 

whichh depends in a non-linear way on the stochastic term E. Defining Q~l — E [WAW] 

andd using a similar approach as in Section 2.3 (see also Kiviet, 1995, 1999), but now for 

fixedd N, the first factor in (4.14) may be expanded as 

{W'AW)-{W'AW)-11 = Q-Q(W'AW-Q-1)Q + Op(T-2), - (4.15) 

wheree the first two terms are 0(T~l) and Op(T~ï) respectively. Hence, for the bias of 

thee LSDV estimator we find 

EE \èLSDv ~è\=  2QE iw'A£]  ~ QE
 [W'AWQW'AE] + o{T~l), (4.16) 

wheree the first two terms in (4.16) are 0(T~l), as we shall see2. Note that the 0(T~l) 

contributionn in (4.16) is encompassing its counterpart in the bias approximation (2.31). 

Specifically,, it is similar to the sum of the Ci(T-1) and C2(N~lT~l) terms in (2.31). This 

iss the result of using large T approximations here keeping N fixed. 

Inn Appendix 4. A it is shown that the approximation for the bias in the LSDV estimator 

equals s 

EE [hsDV - «] = BLSDV{T-') + oiT'1), (4.17) 

where e 

BLSDV(T-BLSDV(T-11)) = J2tr(UpQ)Qep-J2^W'UpnAW(^eP 
pp p 

-- J ] rr [QW'UpnAW]Qep 

p p 

- 22 E S E qrStr(nnpnrii sn)Qep, (4.is) 

22 The notation o(T l) indicates that the corresponding term is of smaller order than T l. 
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withh the indices p, r and s running from 1 to P and 

QQ = W'AWW'AW + ^ ^ir(n;nro)epe; 

qqrsrs — e'rQe 

Usingg this result an operational bias corrected estimator, denoted by LSDVc, can be 

constructedd as 

ÖLSDVCÖLSDVC — SLSDV - BLSDV(T~ ), (4-19) 

usingg any consistent preliminary estimators for 6 and Q in BLSDV(T~1), e.g based on 

LSDVV residuals. The corrected LSDV estimator will be unbiased upto order 0(T_ 1) , i.e. 

E[hsDVc-6]E[hsDVc-6] =o(T~1). (4.20) 

4.3.22 (Feasible) Generalised LSDV estimator 

Thee ordinary LSDV estimator in (4.13) does not take the covariance structure of E into 

account.. Hence, we analyse also the generalised LSDV estimator of 6, denoted by ÖGLSDV-

Thee GLSDV estimator of <5 is 

SGLSDVSGLSDV = {W'An-lAW)-lW'AQ-lAy, (4.21) 

andd its estimation error is 

ÏGLSDVÏGLSDV -S = {W'AQ-lAW)-lW'An-lAe. (4.22) 

Denningg A* = AU~XA and Q*~l = E \W'A*W] the following expansion is valid under the 

assumptionss made in Section 4.2, i.e. 

{W'A'W)-{W'A'W)-11 =Q*-  Q*{W'A*W - Q*-')Q* + Op(T~2). (4.23) 

Hence,, for the bias of the GLSDV estimator we find 

EE [öGLSDv -è]= 2Q*E [W'A*e] - Q*E [W'A*WQ*W'A*E] + op'1). (4.24) 

Inn Appendix 4. A the following approximation is derived for the bias in the GLSDV esti-

mator,, i.e. 

E E SGLSDVSGLSDV - «5] = BGLSDV(T-1) + oiT'1), (4.25) 
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where e 

BBGLGLSDV(T-SDV(T-11)) = ^trinjQ'er-^Q'W'n-'npAWQ'ep 
pp p 

-- Y,tr (Q*W'£l-lnpAW) Q*ep 

p p 

~~22 E E E <?r>(n;nrIL)Q*e p, (4.26) 

with h 

Q*Q* = W'AQ.-W'AQ.-XXAWAW + J2 E ^(n;nr)eP4 

Inn practice the GLSDV estimator cannot be calculated because Q is unknown. We 

thereforee analyse also the two-step feasible GLSDV estimator 

SFGLSDVSFGLSDV = {W'A(rxAW)-xW'AÜ-lAy, (4.27) 

wheree the covariance matrix Q is consistently estimated using the LSDV residuals, i.e. 

ClCl = Ê ® / r , (4.28) 

-- _ (Vi ~ WiÖLSDvYATiVj - Wj6LSDv) 
°ij°ij  — 7p  ^4 .zyj 

Thee estimation error of the FGLSDV estimator is 

&FGLSDV&FGLSDV -6 = {WAQ^AWyWAti-'AE, (4.30) 

Inn Appendix 4.B it is shown that as long as a consistent estimator is used for Q the bias 

inn the FGLSDV estimator is 

EE [6FGLsDv - a] = BFGLSDV{T-1) + ofT"1), (4.31) 

with h 

BBFFGLSDV{T-GLSDV{T-11)) = BGLSDv{T-1) + oiT'1). (4.32) 

Inn other words, the bias approximation to order 0{T^1) is equal for the FGLSDV and 

GLSDVV estimators. Hence, we can construct an operational bias corrected estimator, 

denotedd by FGLSDVc, as 

&&  FGLSDV c — f>'FGLSDV ~ BFQLSDV{T~ ), (4.33) 

usingg any consistent preliminary estimators for 6 and Q, in BFGLSDV{T~l). The corrected 

FGLSDVV estimator will be unbiased upto order 0(T~l), i.e. 

EE [ÖFGLSDVC -<$] =o{T~l). (4.34) 
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4.44 Estimation under  linear  restrictions 

Inn practice, model (4.10) is often estimated in a restricted version for several reasons. First, 

economicc theory may impose a priori certain values for some of the model parameters. 

Forr example, in money demand studies often a long-run income or price elasticity of one 

iss imposed. Second, econometric modelling may lead, for example, to the exclusion of 

variabless from the most general model to arrive at a more parsimoneous specification. 

Inn this section we will develop bias expressions for the restricted LSDV, GLSDV and 

FGLSDVV short-run coefficient estimators along the lines of Kiviet and Phillips (1994). 

Considerr a set of J general linear restrictions on 5, i.e. 

R6R6 = r, (4.35) 

wheree R is J x (K + P) and r = J x 1. Note that no restrictions regarding the individual 

constantss will be considered as they are typically filtered out before estimation. 

4.4.11 restricted LSDV estimator 

Thee LSDV estimator of 8 under the restrictions (4.35) is 

hsDV,RhsDV,R = 6LSDV ~ {W'AW)-lR' [R{W'AW)-XR'] ~' (R6LSDV - r). (4.36) 

Beloww we shall derive a bias expression upto order 0{T~l) for the estimator in (4.36). 

Thee relation between the unrestricted and restricted LSDV estimators can be written as 

8LSDV,R8LSDV,R - 8 = F^WJIÓLSDV - 8), (4-37) 

wheree Fm = I - {WAW)~lR'[R{WAW)~XR1}'1 R. Hence, the bias in the restricted 

LSDVV estimator can be expressed as 

EE [ÖLSDV,R -S]=E [F {w)(W'AW)-lWAs] . (4.38) 

Thee evaluation of the right hand side of (4.39) is not straightforward because the elements 

off  F(w) are also stochastic. However, applying a similar reasoning as in the proof of 

Theoremm 2 in Kiviet and Phillips (1994) it can be shown that 

EE [8LSDV,R - tf] = -F{W)QE [W'AWF{W)QW'Ae\ + o^1), (4.39) 

wheree F^) = I — QR' [RQR']~l R. The evaluation of the right hand side in (4.39) is now 

similarr to earlier expectations and one gets 

EE [hsDvfR - *] = BLSDVAT'1) + oiT-1), (4.40) 
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where e 

BBLLSDV,R{T~SDV,R{T~11)) = XVf l lp f iJF^Qep (4.41) 
p p 

-- E FmQW'npÜAWFmQep 

p p 

""  E ' r [F {w)QW'UpQAW] FmQep 

p p 

~~22 E E E erF{W)Qestr{^%^ril sn)FiW)Qep. 
PP T S 

4 .4 .22 res t r i c t ed (Feasib le) G e n e r a l i s ed L S D V e s t i m a t or 

Thee GLSDV estimator of 6 under the restrictions (4.35) is 

SGLSDV,RSGLSDV,R = SGLSDV - (WAV'1 W)-lR' [R{W'AÜ-lW)-lR'Yl {R6GLSDV ~ r), (4.42) 

whichh can be rearranged as 

ÖGLSDV.RÖGLSDV.R -S — F{WQ.){^GLSDV — <5), (4.43) 

wheree F{w} = I - {W AÜ~lW)-1 R'[R{W AÜ~lW)-1 R']~x R. The bias of the restricted 

GLSDVV estimator is 

EE [ÓGLSDV,R - tf] = £ [F^n^W'An-'wy'W'AQ-^] , (4.44) 

whichh can be written as 

EE [SGLSDV.R -Ö\= -Fm)Q*E [W'AQ-'WF^^W'AQ-'e] + ofT"1), (4.45) 

wheree F(Vy0j = I — Q*R' [RQ*R'}~ R. The evaluation of the right hand side is now similar 

too earlier derivations and one gets 

EE [6GLSDV,R -é\= BGLSDV,R(T~l) + o{T~l), (4.46) 

where e 

BGLSDVAT-BGLSDVAT-11)) = ^ M n p ) i V n ) Q * e p (4-47) 
p p 

-- E F{Wn)Q*W'n-lIl pAWF{Wa)Q*ep 

p p 

""  E * r [FwQ'W'n-inyAW] F{„ n)Q*ep 

p p 

~~22 E E E e'rE(w)Q*estr(n'pnrns)F{mQ*ep. 
PP T S 
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Thee restricted GLSDV estimator is not applicable because it depends on the unknown 

covariancee matrix Q. Hence, we consider the feasible GLSDV estimator under restrictions, 

i.e. . 

{RSFGLSDV{RSFGLSDV - r). 

(4.48) ) 

Inn Appendix 4.C it is shown that 

EE [ÓFGLSDVM] = BFGLSDVAT'1) + o ^ - 1 ) , (4-49) 

with h 

BFGLSDVAT-BFGLSDVAT-11)) = BGLSDVAT-1) + o(T~l), (4.50) 

i.e.. the bias approximation to order 0(T~l) is the same for the restricted FGLSDV 

andd GLSDV estimators. Hence, a bias corrected restricted FGLSDV estimator can be 

constructedd with the expression in (4.47), which is unbiased upto order T~x. 

4.55 Long-run coefficients 

Thee short-run estimators in the previous sections can be used to construct estimators for 

thee long-run effects 0, which are denned by 

00 = 0/(1-L'P% (4.51) 

wheree j3 and 7 are any of the estimators considered before and tp is a P x 1 vector of 

ones.. If bias corrected short-run estimators like (4.19) or (4.33) are used to correct for 

biass in (4.51) the resulting long-run estimator is called "naive" by Pesaran and Zhao 

(1999),, which analyse several estimators of the long-run coefficients in the context of the 

dynamicc random coefficient model. The "naive" or indirect way of bias correction in 

(4.51)) does not lead to an estimator unbiased to order 0(T_ 1) . Note that the estimation 

errorr is 6-6 = Op(T~%) irrespective of the estimator used (as long as it is y/T consistent). 

'FGLSDV,R 'FGLSDV,R 'FGLSDV 'FGLSDV {W'Ah~{W'Ah~llW)-W)-llR'R' R{W'ADrlW)-lR! 
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Hence,, in general we can write 

( l - A ' p 7 ) - t ' p ( 7 - 7 ) ) 
(4.52) ) 

0 0 
(11 - i'p-r) 

0 0 

t'p(77 " 7) 
( l - t 'p7). . 

( 1 - ^ 7)) ( 1 - ^ 7 ) ( 1 - * P 7) ( 1 - ^ 7) ( l - ^ 7 ) 2 

+--
11 . ( / ) - / ? ) ( ,p 7- t ' p 7) + ^ 

( l - t ' p 7 ) 2 -- — - " ( l - ^ 7 ) 3 

Therefore,, we find for the bias in estimating 6 the following 

L'L'PPy-i'y-i'plplyy + Op(T-r 

E E MM = (ï^£[M  + <r^bpE^-^i 
+ + 

t'p7 ) ) 

1 1 

(4.53) ) 

( l -4>7) ) ''  .-vï2" 
[££ - p] (t 'p7 - t'p7) + ^ £ [( t 'p7 - ,'p7)

2] + o{T~' 

whichh is 0(T 1) because all explicit terms in (4.53) are in general non-zero and of order 

0{T~0{T~11). ). 

Pesarann and Zhao (1999) propose a direct way of bias correction. Using any original 

uncorrectedd estimator, i.e. (4.13), (4.27), (4.36) or (4.48), and rearranging (4.53) we find 

forr the bias in the long-run coefficientvector 9 

E[ê-e^E[ê-e ̂ = B6{T-1) + o{T-1), (4.54) ) 

where e 

Bo(T-Bo(T-11)) = 
(11 - t ' p 7) 2 L 

(11 - i'p7) (Bp + Oi'PBy) + Cov [/3, t'p7] + 0Var [t'p7] , (4.55) 

withh Bp = E \/3 — m and B1 — E [7 — 7 ] . This can be used to construct corrected 

estimatorss of the long-run coefficients, which are unbiased upto order 0{T~l). 

4.66 Estimation of asymptotic standard errors 

Standardd errors of coefficient estimators can be estimated either by using asymptotic 

variancee expressions following from limiting distributions or by applying bootstrap pro-

cedures.. To save space we will discuss both approaches for the LSDV and FGLSDV 
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estimatorss only, but similar results can be derived for bias corrected, restricted or long-

runn estimators. Let us define 

TWAWTWAW = phm-W'AW 
T - . 0 0 - / / 

TWASIWTWASIW = plim-W'AQW 

T*T*WAWWAW = plim^W'AQ-'W. 
r—ooi i 

Fromm the usual asymptotic reasoning it follows that 

VfVf (ÖLSDV - 6 ) ^ i ï [°- TwAwTwAnw?£AW]  , (4.56) 

and d 

VfVf (öGLSDV - ^ ^ N [0, T*WAW]  . (4.57) 

Furthermore,, assuming 

plim^W'AiQ-plim^W'AiQ-11-fl-^W-fl-^W = 0 

plim^W'AiQ-plim^W'AiQ-11 -^l-l)£ = 0, 
T-»ooJ J 

onee gets 

VfVf (öFGLSDV - 6 ) ^ M [0, tw\w]  (4-58) 

Regardingg restricted estimators or long-run estimators analogous limiting results can be 

derived.. Note that bias corrected estimators have the same limiting behaviour as their 

uncorrectedd counterparts. 

Thee limiting distributions above can be used to approximate the asymptotic distribu-

tionss of the LSDV and FGLSDV estimators, i.e. 

ÖLSDVÖLSDV ~ N [6, VLSDV] , I 

ii  T-*°°°  A ,r, v , } (4-59) 
OFGLSDVOFGLSDV ~ JV [0, VfGLSDVl , 

T—*ooT—*oo ) 

with h 

VLSDVVLSDV = {W'AW)-lW'ASlW{W'AW)-\ 1 

VFGLSDVVFGLSDV = (W'AQ-lW)-\ ƒ (4>60) 

Hence,, using a consistent estimator for f2 the asymptotic variance matrix of the LSDV or 

FGLSDVV estimator can be estimated consistently with the expressions in (4.60). 
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Variouss authors (Preedman and Peters, 1984; Beck and Katz, 1995) note that for 

thee FGLSDV estimator the expression in (4.60) is very inaccurate in finite samples, i.e. 

truee standard deviations are underestimated dramatically using conventional first-order 

asymptoticc approximations. An alternative approach is using bootstrap procedures to 

estimatee standard errors. We propose the following parametric resampling scheme, i.e. 

1.. Obtain the estimators 6 and Ê (LSDV, FGLSDV); 

2.. Take a random sample e  ̂ ~ N 0, Ê ® IT\ ; 

3.. Calculate AyW = AW{b)6 + Ae{b); 

4.. Estimate the model with the resampled data (Ay^b\AWw) giving the bootstrap 

estimatorr 6 . 

Remarkk that due to the presence of lagged values of y in the regressor matrix W a 

recursivee sampling scheme has to be used. Because the normality assumption is used in 

thee derivation of the bias expressions we employ this assumption here and use a parametric 

bootstrapp procedure contrary to Freedman and Peters (1984). 

Consideringg the bootstrap LSDV and FGLSDV estimators, it can be shown that the 

followingg limiting results hold, i.e. 

V ^^ [6LSDV ~ è) fZL  ̂ [° ' ^WAW^WAQW^WAw] ' 

V ^^ ( 6'FGLSDV - Ö ) ^ M [0, t^\w] 

(4.61) ) 

Hence,, we can use the bootstrap estimator of the asymptotic variance matrix instead of 

thee expressions in (4.60). Repeating the steps above B times, B realisations of 5 are 

createdd and 

T>> _ 1 V - B \* {b] 1 V - B A (b) 1 \* {b) 1 \ - s * {b) 1' 
VVLSDVLSDV — -gZÏ 2^6=1 [°LSDV ~ ~B 2^b=l °LSDVj \° LSDV ~B 2^b=l °LSDVJ > 

T>> _ 1 TTB \'/b) l TTB * {b) 1 [A (6) i *TB fi{b) V 
VFGLSDVVFGLSDV — 7JTT 2^6=1 \° FGLSDV ~ B 2^6=1 °FGLSDVJ [°FGLSDV B 2^b=l °FGLSDV^ 

(4.62) ) 

aree the bootstrap estimators of the asymptotic variance matrices of 6LSDV and SFGLSDV-

Thee results in Freedman and Peters (1984) show that for the FGLSDV estimator the 

bootstrapp variance estimator in (4.62) underestimates the true covariance matrix much 

lesss than the conventional expression in (4.60). Regarding bias corrected, restricted or 

long-runn estimators similar resampling schemes, but now conditional on those estimators, 

cann be exploited to calculate bootstrap standard errors. 
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4.77 The demand for money in the European Union 

InIn this section the performance of the various estimators will be illustrated with an em-

piricall  application. Money demand in the European Union is analysed by panel data 

techniques.. Earlier empirical studies (Kremers and Lane, 1990; Monticelli and Papi, 

1996;; Fase and Winder, 1998) use aggregated time series to estimate EU wide money 

demandd functions, but considering the EU countries as a cross-section one can possibly 

usee panel data techniques. 

Ass compared with the aggregate time series approach the use of panel data techniques 

iss different at least in three respects. First of all, it is not necessary to convert money 

stockk and income measures for the different countries into one common currency as is the 

casee for the aggregated time series approach. As long as a suitable conversion measure 

andd functional form are chosen, the individual constants in the panel data model will 

absorbb the effects of this conversion. 

Second,, as in dynamic panel data models the individual effects are typically filtered 

outt before estimation, the cross-sectional dimension in the panel implies extra data to 

estimatee the same number of unknown parameters. Hence, it seems possible to use fewer 

timee observations than in the aggregate time series approach (see also Section 1.3). To 

thee extent that one is primarily interested in a description of the very near past this is 

convenient,, because especially the short-run parameters of the money demand relationship 

mayy not have been constant over the last few decades. 

Third,, an important specification issue in modeling money demand for a group of 

countriess is interdependence between individual countries. Spillover effects between coun-

triess arise as a result of international integration. Also financial integration increases the 

elasticityy of national money demand with respect to the return on foreign assets resulting 

inn increased currency substitution. Hence, apart from domestic variables national money 

demandd is likely to depend on foreign variables. The aggregated time series approach may 

overcomee these specification problems because it internalises interdependencies between 

individuall  countries. However, it is clearly not capable of adressing the presence and 

importancee of any spillover effects. In contrast, panel data models allowing for interde-

pendenciess between country specific disturbance terms are better suited for this purpose. 

Also,, foreign variables can be incorporated as explanatory variables explicitly. 

Inn this section we shall examine the possibility to estimate standard money demand 

functionss for the European Union using panel data techniques. More in particular, the ef-

fectivenesss of bias corrected estimators will be examined. Next, we willl  focus on spillovers 

betweenn countries. 
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4.7.11 Standard money demand functions 

Thee data used are from Vlaar and Schuberth (1998), which is an updated version of the 

dataa used in Fase and Winder (1998), and contain time series of several variables for 

Belgiumm (BE), Denmark (DK), Germany (GE), United Kingdom (UK), Finland (FIN), 

Francee (FR), Greece (GR), Ireland (IE), Italy (IT), The Netherlands (NL), Austria (AT), 

Portugall  (PT), Spain (SP) and Sweden (SWE). Together with Luxembourg, which is not 

includedd in the data set, these 14 countries currently form the European Union. The 

timee series of the variables have quarterly frequency, are not seasonally adjusted and are 

collectedd over the period 1970-1996. The variables in the dataset are Ml , M2, M3, real 

GNP,, GNP deflator, short- and long-term interest rates. 

Forr each of the definitions of money stock specification (4.1) has been estimated using 

xxltlt = {lngnpit,lngnp^t-i,rSit,rSiit_itrlit,rli it-i,ir a,ir itt-i,sitt,S2,t,S3tt)' (4.63) 

andd where the dependent variable ylt is the logarithm of real money stock, i.e. ln(Ml/P) i f , 

ln(M2/P),tt or ln(M3/P)lt. The explanatory variables in (4.63) are contemporaneous and 

one-periodd lagged values of the logarithm of real income (gnp), short- (rs) and long-

termm (rl)  interest rates and the inflation rate (ir). To account for seasonal patterns a set 

off  seasonal dummy variables (si, S2 and S3) is included. Furthermore, lagged values of 

thee dependent variable are incorporated to model autoregressive dynamic adjustments. 

Separatee regressions for the individual countries, which are not reported here, suggest to 

includee one lagged value for the M l specification and to use two lagged values for the A/2 

andd M3 specifications. Hence, the dimension of the parameter vector 6 is K + 1 for the 

MlMl  specification and K + 2 for M2 and M3 with K = 11. 

Inn order to make valid inference with panel data techniques both parameter constancy 

throughh time and over countries should hold to some extent. To avoid parameter vari-

abilityy through time, we have chosen to analyse a relatively short time span, i.e. only 

thee years after the German reunification in 1990 are considered and the sample period is 

1991:1-1996:IV.. As far as parameter constancy over countries is concerned, it is reasonable 

too assume that by taking a recent period the problem of parameter heterogeneity across 

countriess is mitigated3. We are therefore confident to impose common slope vectors, but 

alloww for individual specific effects. 

Thee number of countries4 analysed is TV = 13. For Ml one period is lost in construct-

ingg the lagged value of the dependent variable, so for this specification the first estimation 

periodd is 1991:11 and T = 23. The estimation period for M2 and M3 is 1991:III-1996:IV 
33 We wil l explore slope heterogeneity across countries in more detail in Chapter 5. 
44 We exclude Greece from the analysis because data on long-term interest rates are not available. 
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becausee one extra period is lost in constructing the two-period lagged value of the de-

pendentt variable and T = 22. In all tables bootstrap standard errors are given, because, 

ass argued before, standard analytical variance expressions may be inaccurate here. The 

numberr of bootstrap replications used is 100. 

Forr M l the estimation results of both the short- and long-run coefficients are in Table 

4.1.. Regarding the short-run coefficients the bias corrected LSDV and FGLSDV estima-

torss produce in general a higher autoregressive coefficient than the original estimators, 

whilee the bias correction in the other coefficients seems to be small. Considering the 

variancee estimators the decrease in variance is apparent when using the FGLSDV esti-

matorr compared with the LSDV estimator. The bottom panel of the table with long-run 

coefficientss reasserts these efficiency gains. 

Selectedd estimation results for M2 and M3 are in the Tables 4.2 and 4.3. We show 

resultss for the FGLSDV estimator only. The first and second columns of these tables 

showw unrestricted estimates, while the final two columns of each table present restricted 

estimatess imposing a long-run income elasticity of one and some exclusion restrictions 

regardingg insignificant dynamics5. For these money aggregates a two-period lagged value 

off  the dependent variable has been included also, so the bias corrections according to 

(4.18)) and (4.26) have been applied for P = 2. In general the results show no substantial 

differencess between original and bias corrected estimates. The long-run coefficients pre-

sentedd in the bottom panels of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 are again plausible. Regarding M3 the 

long-runn effect of inflation has the a priori expected negative sign and is significant. 

Wee compare the general pattern of the long-run estimates with the (semi) elasticities 

foundd in earlier research based on the aggregated time series approach. Overviews of these 

resultss can be found in Fase and Winder (1993) and Monticelli and Papi (1996). If not 

restrictedd to one, the income elasticity is often found close to one for Ml and larger than 

onee for both M2 and M3. In this study, the long-run estimates of the various corrected 

estimatorss reflect this pattern in general. As far as the interest rate semi-elasticities are 

concerned,, in general they are close to the estimates found in earlier studies. The only 

exceptionn is the effect of the long-term interest rate on real M l and M2, which is found 

too be particularly strong as compared with other studies. Considering the inflation rate 

exceptt for M3 no significant long-run effects have been found contrary to earlier studies. 

5Usingg a F test we cannot reject these restrictions (p-values are 0.47, 0.40 and 0.93 for the M l , Ml 

andd M3 equations respectively) 
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Tablee 4.1: Estimation results for M l 

grip grip 

rl rl 

LSDVLSDV LSDVc FGLSDV FGLSDVc 

Short-runn estimates 

M M 1 / P )1 | (- , , 

\n\n gnpu 

Inn gnp, A _! 

rsrsit it 

rsi,rsi,tt-i -i 

rlit rlit 

rlirli ttt-i t-i 

irir it it 

ÏT - , ,1 - 1 1 

0.79 9 

(0.05) ) 

0.21 1 

(0.04) ) 

0.01 1 

(0.04) ) 

-0.53 3 

(0.22) ) 

0.29 9 

(0.22) ) 

-0.58 8 

(0.33) ) 

0.31 1 

(0.33) ) 

-0.38 8 

(0.16) ) 

0.34 4 

(0.15) ) 

0.87 7 

(0.05) ) 

0.18 8 

(0.04) ) 

-0.01 1 

(0.04) ) 

-0.47 7 

(0.21) ) 

0.32 2 

(0.21) ) 

-0.50 0 

(0.31) ) 

0.29 9 

(0.31) ) 

-0.35 5 

(0.15) ) 

0.33 3 

(0.14) ) 

0.79 9 

(0.04) ) 

0.22 2 

(0.03) ) 

0.02 2 

(0.02) ) 

-0.33 3 

(0.16) ) 

0.18 8 

(0.15) ) 

-0.59 9 

(0.24) ) 

0.00 0 

(0.25) ) 

-0.35 5 

(0.11) ) 

0.35 5 

(0.11) ) 

0.83 3 

(0.03) ) 

0.21 1 

(0.03) ) 

0.00 0 

(0.02) ) 

-0.30 0 

(0.15) ) 

0.20 0 

(0.15) ) 

-0.55 5 

(0.23) ) 

-0.01 1 

(0.24) ) 

-0.34 4 

(0.10) ) 

0.35 5 

(0.11) ) 

Long-runn estimates 

1.05 5 

(0.22) ) 

-1.13 3 

(0.60) ) 

-1.28 8 

(1.13) ) 

-0.22 2 

(0.54) ) 

1.16 6 

(0.26) ) 

-1.16 6 

(0.69) ) 

-1.44 4 

(1.31) ) 

-0.22 2 

(0.61) ) 

1.14 4 

(0.15) ) 

-0.72 2 

(0.41) ) 

-2.81 1 

(0.79) ) 

0.00 0 

(0.39) ) 

1.24 4 

(0.16) ) 

-0.60 0 

(0.41) ) 

-3.18 8 

(0.82) ) 

0.07 7 

(0.41) ) 

N=13,, T=23, P-l-K=12 

Figuress in parentheses are bootstrap standard errors 
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Tablee 4.2: Estimation results for M2 

FGLSDVFGLSDV FGLSDVc FGLSDV,R FGLSDVc,R 

Short-runn estimates 

]n(M2/P)i,]n(M2/P)i,tt-i -i 

ln(M2/P)i,t_2 2 

Ingnpit Ingnpit 

]ngnpi,]ngnpi,tt-i -i 

rsrsit it 

rs;,t-i i 

via via 

rk,t-i rk,t-i 

iru iru 

in,t-i in,t-i 

gnp gnp 

rs rs 

rl rl 

ir ir 

0.89 9 

(0.08) ) 

-0.07 7 

(0.07) ) 

0.20 0 

(0.03) ) 

-0.05 5 

(0.03) ) 

-0.06 6 

(0.12) ) 

0.26 6 

(0.13) ) 

-0.48 8 

(0.17) ) 

-0.08 8 

(0.19) ) 

-0.38 8 

(0.06) ) 

0.37 7 

(0.08) ) 

0.81 1 

(0.17) ) 

1.16 6 

(0.38) ) 

-3.15 5 

(0.60) ) 

-0.04 4 

(0.33) ) 

0.93 3 

(0.08) ) 

-0.07 7 

(0.07) ) 

0.19 9 

(0.03) ) 

-0.06 6 

(0.03) ) 

-0.05 5 

(0.12) ) 

0.24 4 

(0.13) ) 

-0.48 8 

(0.17) ) 

-0.02 2 

(0.19) ) 

-0.36 6 

(0.06) ) 

0.37 7 

(0.07) ) 

Long-run n 

0.88 8 

(0.18) ) 

1.35 5 

(0.40) ) 

-3.55 5 

(0.65) ) 

0.06 6 

(0.35) ) 

0.91 1 

(0.08) ) 

-0.06 6 

(0.08) ) 

0.21 1 

(0.02) ) 

-0.05 5 

(0.03) ) 

--
(-) ) 

0.23 3 

(0.05) ) 

-0.57 7 

(0.10) ) 

--
(-) ) 

-0.37 7 

(0.07) ) 

0.38 8 

(0.08) ) 

estimates s 

1.00 0 

(-) ) 
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(0.28) ) 

-3.70 0 

(0.68) ) 
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(0.43) ) 
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(0.08) ) 

-0.06 6 

(0.07) ) 
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(0.03) ) 

-0.06 6 

(0.03) ) 
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(-) ) 

0.22 2 

(0.13) ) 

-0.54 4 

(0.17) ) 

--
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-0.37 7 

(0.06) ) 

0.38 8 

(0.07) ) 

1.00 0 

{-) ) 
1.60 0 

(0.29) ) 

-3.94 4 

(0.71) ) 

0.10 0 

(0.45) ) 

N=13,, T=22, P+K = 13 

Figuress in parentheses are bootstrap standard errors 
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Tablee 4.3: Estimation results for MS 

FGLSDVFGLSDV FGLSDVc FGLSDV,R FGLSDVc,R 

Short-runn estimates 
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(0.11) ) 
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(0.07) ) 
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(0.66) ) 
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0.19 9 
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N=13,, T=22, P+K = 13 

Figuress in parentheses are bootstrap standard errors 
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4.7.22 Spillovers between countries 

Wee will analyse possible spillover effects between countries in two ways. First, following 

Lanee and Poloz (1992) and Angeloni et al. (1994) the covariance matrix of the distur-

bancess is analysed more thoroughly to detect any interdependencies between countries. 

Second,, we will focus on the importance of currency substitution and include both foreign 

incomee and foreign interest rates into the national money demand equations (Lane and 

Poloz,, 1992). 

Thee likelihood ratio (LR) test for the null hypothesis of zero cross-correlations, i.e. £ 

iss a diagonal matrix £d, is 

LJ22 = T (in | £d | - I n | £ | ), (4.64) 

wheree £<* is estimated under the restrictions. Under the null hypothesis the statistic LR 

iss asymptotically x2 distributed with  — I) degrees of freedom. The values of LR 

forr the money demand equations estimated in the previous subsection are 498.33, 517.71 

andd 597.06 for Ml , M2 and M3 respectively, clearly rejecting the null hypothesis. Hence, 

wee conclude that interdependencies between countries are important. 

Next,, we include foreign variables in the specifications to quantify the effects of port-

folioo diversification on domestic money demand. We include weighted averages of foreign 

incomee and foreign long-term interest rates of other EU countries, i.e. 

N N 

99nnp(tp(t = ^2cj9nPjt ~ Cignpiu 

JV V 

rlrl itit  = y^^jt^j t -Wjtrlg, 
3=\ 3=\ 

Cignpu Cignpu 
wwitit = = JV 

L J =ii  Cjgnpjt 

wheree the constant Cj is the nominal exchange rate of country i against the DMark in 

1985.. The weights are depending on national incomes of the individual countries denoted 

inn a single currency. For each of the definitions of money stock similar specifications as 

beforee are estimated using 

Ingnp,rs,rl,, (rl*  — rl),\ngnp*,si,S2,s3, (4.65) 

ass explanatory variables. 

Thee estimation results are in Table 4.4. To save space only the implied long-run effects 

off  the corrected FGLSDV estimator are given, the pattern of the short-run estimates and 
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Tablee 4.4: Long-run FGLSDVc estimates for specifications in (4.65) 
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Figuress in parentheses are bootstrap standard errors 

thee differences between estimators are similar to the results in the previous subsection. 

Thee estimation results show that both foreign income and foreign long-term interest rates 

doo influence domestic money demand. If foreign long-term interest rates increase relative 

too local rates domestic money demand drops except for Ml, which shows no significant 

effect.. Regarding foreign income a significant long-run effect is found, which is negative 

forr Ml and positive for M2 and M3. 

4.88 Concluding remarks 

Inn this chapter we have analysed various least squares based estimation procedures for 

thee dynamic panel data model with fixed individual effects and a non-scalar covariance 

matrix.. Because of the typical dimensions of the panel at hand, which is dominated by its 

timee dimension, least squared based methods are used instead of instrumental variables 

techniques.. The latter are commonly used in the typical small T, large N panel. 

Despitee its relatively good performance in this type of panel, least squares estimators 

aree biased in dynamic models and the bias may be substantial in finite samples. Hence, 

approximationn formulae for the bias of the various estimators are developed upto order 

0(T_ 1)) using results of Kiviet (1995, 1999) and related work on bias approximation. The 

resultingg bias expressions are then used to construct bias corrected estimators. Prom the 

biass approximations it is seen that operating from a large N, large T perspective (like in 

Chapterss 2 and 3) in a panel with N fixed is inappropriate as it would omit terms that 

cannott be ignored from a large T perspective. Also falsely assuming a scalar covariance 

matrixx will lead to corrected estimators, which still contain a bias term of order 0(T~l). 
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Thiss latter result underlines the importance of taking into account the true covariance 

structuree of the disturbances. 

Withh panel data techniques money demand functions for Ml , M2 and M3 have been 

estimatedd for the EU area as a whole. As far as we know, until now only aggregate time 

seriess studies have been undertaken in this area. Regarding estimation bias the empirical 

resultss are ambiguous. As is shown by the simulation study in Chapter 2, and to some 

extentt by the estimation results for M l in this chapter, in some cases bias terms can 

bee substantial in this type of data reasserting the importance of more refined estimation 

techniques.. However, the majority of the estimated bias terms are rather small indicating 

thatt small sample bias is not much of a problem here. Regarding efficiency we find that the 

efficiencyy gains of exploiting the heteroscedasticity and cross-correlation patterns between 

countriess are sometimes considerable. 

Thee empirical results show that panel data estimators produce plausible long-run 

effectss commonly found in other empirical studies on money demand. As such, the panel 

dataa approach is a valuable alternative to the aggregate time series approach. Moreover, 

exploitingg the cross-sectional variation in the panel we are able to identify and estimate any 

interdependenciess between countries. Significant spillover effects between EU countries 

aree found as the cross-correlations in the disturbance covariance matrix are significantly 

differentt from zero. Also foreign income and interest rates turn out to have explanatory 

powerr for national money demand, asserting the dependence of domestic money demand 

onn foreign developments. 
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4.AA Bias in the ordinary and generalised LSDV esti-

mators s 

Inn this appendix the expressions (4.18) and (4.26) will derived. Using the decomposition 

off  W into irrelevant and relevant stochastic parts, i.e. W = W + W, and exploiting the 

normalityy of £ we have 

EE [W'Ae] = E [W'Ae] + E \w'Ae 
p p 

==  ^ r ( np f t ) e p , (4.A.1) 
PP=\ =\ 

usingg AW — X]p=i RpEe'P- For Q l we write 

QQll = E[W'AW] 

== W'AW + E \W'AW] 

==  W'AW + J2J2tr(UpUrtyere'r- (4A-2) 
pp r 

Omittingg terms with zero moments we also have 

EE [W'AWQW'Ae] = W'AWQE \w'Ae\ + W'E \AWQW'AE\ 

+E+E \W'AWQW'AE\ + E Iw'AWQW'Ae] 

== W'AWQY,tr(nPto)ep 
p p 

++  Y  ̂W'UpÜAWQep + J2tr [QW'npÜAW] ep 
pp p 

++  Yl Yl E 9" [tr(WpUrQ)tr(UsQ) + 2tr{nU'pUrUan)] ep 
pp r s 

==  ^2 tr(UpÜ)ep + ] T W'UpnAWQep 

pp P 

++  ^ t r [QW'UPÜAW] ep 

p p 

+ 2 1ZZ 5Z E Qrstr(QU'pUrUsn)ep, (4.A.3) 

wheree qrs = e'rQes and we have used W'Aiy = Q~1~Y1S Ylr tr(U.'sU.rQ)ese'r. Using (4.A.1) 

andd (4.A.3) in (4.16) the result in (4.18) readily follows. 

Forr the bias in the GLSDV estimator the expectations in (4.24) have to be evaluated. 
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Now w 

EE [WA*e] = E [W'AD.-1 As] + E 

p p 

P=I I 

p p 

==  J2tr(up)eP' 

W'AQ^Ae W'AQ^Ae 

(4.A.4) ) 
p = i i 

andd for Q* 1 we write 

Q*-11 = W'AQTlAW + E ]W'Aü-lAW 

==  WAQ-'AW + ̂ 2J2tr(UPUr)ePe'r- (4-A.5) 
pp r 

Alsoo we write omitting terms with zero moments 

E[W'A*WQ*WA*E]E[W'A*WQ*WA*E] = W'A*WQ*E\w'A*£\+W'E\A*WQ*W'A*e\ 

+E+E [w'A*WQ'W'A*e\ + E \w'A*WQ*W'A*e 

==  W'A"WQ*^2tr(Up)ep 

p p 

++  J2 w'n-lnpAWQ*ep + J2tr (Q^'n^UpAW) ep 
pp p 

++ E E E & [̂ (n;nr)*r(ns) + 2tr(n;nrns)] ep 
pp r a 

== ^ tr{Up)ep + ̂  W'Ü-lIi pAWQ*ep 

pp p 

++  J2tr (Q*^fi _1nPA^) ep 
p p 

+22 E E E <?;xnpnrna)ep, (4.A.6) 
pp r s 

wheree £, = e'rQ*es and we have used W'A*W = Q*"1 - £ , £ r ^ (n;nr )ese;. Hence, 

insertingg (4.A.4) and (4.A.6) in (4.24) the bias expression in (4.26) follows. 

4.BB Bias in the feasible generalised LSDV estimator 

Wee give in this appendix a proof of (4.32), i.e. the bias approximations of the GLSDV 

andd FGLSDV estimators are the same upto order 0{T~l). The estimation error of the 
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FGLSDVV estimator (4.30) consists of two factors. The first factor in (4.30) can be ex-

pressedd as 

W'Ait'W'Ait'11®® IT)AW = W'ACZ~l®IT)AW 
11-Z--Z-11)®I)®I TT)AW,)AW, (4.B.1) 

with h 

W'A{Y,-W'A{Y,-ll®I®I TT)AW)AW = Q*-1+W,A{Y,-1®IT)AW + W'A{Y,-1®IT)AW 

++  (w'AiT,-1 ® IT)AW - E [ w ^ E " 1 <g> IT)Aw]) 

== Q'-'+Ai + At + Az, (4.B.2) 

wheree Q*'1 = 0(T) and Au A2 and A3 are Op{Ti). For the second term in (4.B.1) we 

wil ll  need the following 

ÊÊ = É'ATÈ/T + Op(T'1), (4.B.3) 

wheree Ê — (eu . . . ,£N) and £{ is the T x 1 disturbance vector belonging to individual i. A 

prooff  of a similar result is given in Kiviet et al. (1995). Now E - E can be replaced by 

È'AÈ'ATTÉ/TÉ/T — E without changing the order of the approximation, i.e 

È'AÈ'ATTÈ/TÈ/T = Z + Op(T-ï), (4.B.4) 

andd we may write 
rrÈ'AÈ'ATTÈ È ii  — l V - 1 v — 1 - E E E"11 + Op(T- (4.B.5) ) 

Exploitingg (4.B.5) the second term in (4.B.1) becomes 

É'AÉ'ATTÈ È ll-Y.--Y.-ll)®I)®I TT)AW)AW = -W'AiY,-1 

==  -W'AIE-1 

T T 

È'AÈ'ATTÈ È 

- E E 

-W'A-W'A E 

T T 

È'AÈ'ATTÈ È 
- E E 

X~X~ll®I®I TT I AW + Op(l) 

E"11 ® IT I AW 

X-X-11 ® IT ) AW + Op(l) 

(4.B.6) ) == Ai+ A5 + Op(l) , 

wheree A4 and ,45 are Op(T3). Hence, from (4.B.1), (4.B.2) and (4.B.6) we find 

W'A{t-W'A{t-ll®I®I TT)AW)AW = Q  ̂ + ^JTAi + Opil) 
t= i i 
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and d 

(w'Ait-'^I^AWy(w'Ait-'^I^AWy = Q*ll+lY^Ai  + Op{l)  )Q*\ 

==  Q*-Q*(éA + Op(i)W + op(x-2) 

-- QM-Q*[^A-\Q*  + OP{T-2). (4.B.8) 

Thee second factor in (4.30) can be written as 

11 <g> IT)Ae = W'ACZ-1®IT)A£ + W'A{{t-1-Z-1)®lT)Ae 

==  W'A{YTX <g> IT)AE + W'A{^'1 ® IT)Ae 

-WA-WA S"1 

-W'A-W'A E"1 

É'ATÊ É'ATÊ 

T T 

É'ATÊ É'ATÊ 

- E E 

- E E 

E_11 ®IT\AE 

Y,-Y,-11 <Z> IT) Ae + Op

AA66 + A7 + A8 + A9 + Op(T-*), (4.B.9) ) 

wheree A$, A-j are Op(Ti) and Ag and J49 are Op(\). From (4.B.8) and (4.B.9) the esti-

mationn error of the FGLSDV estimator is 

SFGLSDVSFGLSDV - ^ = Q* ( X , A-i I 

usingg the fact that >18 and AQ are 0P(1) and Q* is 0{T~l). Evaluating the expectation 

off  the estimation error in (4.B.10) we got many terms. Noting that 

EE [ÓGLSDV - «5] - Q*E [A6 + A7]  - Q*E [{Ax + A2 + A3)Q* (A6 + A7)} + o{T~l), 

(4.B.11) ) 

wee have the following 

EE [ÓFGLSDV - ÖGLSDV] = Q*E [A8 + ,49] - Q*E [(A4 + A5)Q* (A6 + A7)} + op-1). 

(4.B.12) ) 

Wee have to evaluate the expectations of the six remaining terms on the right hand 

sidee in (4.B.12). It is easily seen that E[AS]  =  0 and E[AAQ*AQ] = 0. We will sketch 
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thee proof that the other four expectations are all of order 0(T~l), so premultiplied by Q* 

theirr contribution is o{T~l). In the following all summations run from \ to N except the 

indexx p, which runs from 1 to P. Consider first 

E[AE[A99]]  = -E 

==  -E 

W'AXT.-W'AXT.-1 1 È'AÈ'ATTÈ È 
- E E E '1®® IT AS 

W'AE-'^^T.-^IAAE W'AE-'^^T.-^IAAE 

+E+E \W'A{Yrl ® IT)AE (4.B.13) ) 

Definingg £  as the jth. column of E : and ulJ as its ij lh element we write for the first term 

inn (4.B.13) 

H MM E - ^ S - ' ^ r U EE* * Ü^tMATSi Ü^tMATSi (4.B.14) ) 

Evaluatingg a particular term in (4.B.14) we got 

,, E'ATE ~ 
&— f—ZjWiArej j == EE* 

rr  s 

-- EE* 

oor,r,aass33 xxAATTE, E, 

^i^Y^e'^re^ ^i^Y^e'^re^ 

== f E E E aTt(7S'E KAT^KT^}  eP 
TT S p 

==  ^ E E E ^o'^rsOij {tr{AT)tr{npT) + 2tr(ïlpT)) ep 
rr s p 

==  £££<7r V'><7 r s<x^r ( I I p r)ep + 0{T~l) 
TT S p 

==  E^WlAr^+OiT-1). (4.B.15) 

wheree UpT - ATL
P

TTT = 0(1). Hence, substituting (4.B.15) into (4.B.14) 

E E W>A[Y>-W>A[Y>-ll^4j^?>-^4j^?>-ll®h\Ae ®h\Ae ==  E \,W'A (E"1 <g> IT) Ae +0{T~1), (4.B.16) 

andd now it is easily seen from (4.B.13) and (4.B.16) that E [A9]  is of order 0(T 1). 
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Nextt consider 

E[AE[A44Q*AQ*A77]]  = -E 

==  -E 

W'AIY,-W'AIY,-1 1 

II  \ 
W'A(T.-W'A(T.-1 1 

[[  \ 

Ê'AÊ'ATTÊ Ê 
T T 

. . 
È'AÈ'ATTÈ È 

T T 

- E E 

IT) IT) 

ITIT AWQ*W'A{Y,-1 ® IT)Ae 

AWQ'W'Ap-AWQ'W'Ap-11 <g> IT)As 

+WA+WA (E"1 <g> IT) AWQ*E ]w'A{Tr l ® IrfAe] 

Forr the first terra in (4.B.17) we write 

(4.B.17) ) 

W'AW'A S" 
E'AE'ATTÈ È 

ITIT AWQ*W'A{Yrx <g> IT)Ae 

HHÈ'ArÈÈ'ArÈi i 
(4.B.18) ) 

with h 

('(' ll^^-i^^-iiiw;Aw;ATTWWjjQ-aQ-akk'WlA'WlATTeel l 

== SEE*** " 4^T ^ ^ .*'_' ' W ^ r ^ Q V ^ I V ^ e e (4.B.19) ) 
pp T 3 

Thee expectation of a particular term in (4.B.19) is 

E E ̂ ^ ^ ^ . Q ^ ^ e , , 

== - ^ V ' J ^ ' ^ f f j t i {tr{AT)tr(UpT) + 2tr{UpT)) W[ATWjQ*ep 

==  a^a^arsVkitrin^WlATWjQ'er + 0{T~l). (4.B.20) ) 

Usingg this result and follow the same steps back it follows that E [AAQ*A7]  is of order 

0(T~0(T~ll).). In the same fashion the expectations of the remaining two terms A5Q*A6 and 

AA55Q*AQ*A77 can be shown to be of order 0{T~l) too. 

Havingg derived the order of magnitude of the expectations of the several terms on the 

rightt hand side of (4.B.12) and noting that Q* is of order 0{T~l), it is straightforward to 

seee that 

E E 'FGLSDV 'FGLSDV -6 -6 E\6 E\6 'GLSDV 'GLSDV -o fT" 1) , , (4.B.21) ) 

Hence,, the result in (4.32) readily follows or, in other words, the magnitude of the bias 

uptoo order 0{T~l) is the same for the GLSDV and FGLSDV estimators. 
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4.CC Bias in the restricted feasible generalised LSDV 

est imator r 

Inn this appendix a proof of (4.50) is given, i.e. the bias approximations of the restricted 

GLSDVV and FGLSDV estimators are the same upto order 0(T_ 1) . We can write for the 

restrictedd FGLSDV estimator in (4.48) the following 

&FGLSDV,R&FGLSDV,R -& = F{w^{eFGLSDV - 6), (4.C.1) 

wheree F(wCl) = I-{W> AQ.-lWylR' \^R{W'AQ^W)"1 R'] ~' R. Defining C = (W'AQ~lWy 

W'Atl-W'Atl-llWW = WAQTlW + W'A{QT W'A{QTll ~ VTl)W 

'l+'l+  W'Aif}-1 - Sl-^WC] C~\ (4.C.2) 

wheree C and W'A{Ü~X - Q'^W are of order Op{T~l) and Op{T
l/2) respectively. Hence, 

wee may expand 

(w'AQ-'wy(w'AQ-'wy11 = c[i-w'A(n-l-n-l)wc^ 
+O+Opp(T~(T~22).). (4.C.3) 

Ass a result of this, we have 

RR (WAQ-'wY1 R' = RCR' - RCW''A{£l~l - n-l)WCR' 

+O+Opp(T~(T~22))11 (4.C.4) 

and d 

rr -i i _ 1 

R(W'AQ-R(W'AQ-11W)W) R' = [RCRY' + IRCRT1 x 

RCW'A{(TRCW'A{(Tll - Q-l)WCR' [RCR']~l 

+Op(l) .. (4.C.5) 

Usingg the expansions in (4.C.3) and (4.C.5) we can write for Fw(ï the following 

FF{w(l){w(l)  = I-[C- CW'A(Q-1 - Q~l)WC + Op(T-2)]  x R'{(RCR')'' 

++  (RCR1)"1 RCW'AiQ-1 - n~l)WCR' {RCR!)'1 + Op{l)}R 

== Fwü + FwüCW'A((l-1 - Q-l)WCR' [RCR'Y1 R + Op{T~l). (4.C.6) 
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Forr the second factor in the estimation error (4.C.1) we can write 

SFGLSDVSFGLSDV -6 = CW'AQTh + Op{T~l) (4.C.7) 

soo we have for the estimation error in (4.C.1) the following 

F(W(ï)(&FGLSDVF(W(ï)(&FGLSDV — <5) — FwCi{&GLSDV ~ S) 

+FwnCW'A{n-+FwnCW'A{n-11 - Q-l)WCR' (RCR'y1 R x 

CWAÜ-CWAÜ- le + Op(T~ i ) (4. C.8) 

soo we can write for the bias in the restricted FGLSDV estimator 

EE \£>FGLSDV,R — & ~ E \6GLSDV,R — <5 

+E[F+E[F WUWUCW'A(Q-CW'A(Q-11 - n~y)WCR' {RCR')~l R x 

CW'AQ-CW'AQ-11E]E]  + o{T~l). (4.C.9) 

Wee will now show that the second term in (4.C.9) is actually o(T_1), which establishes 

thee result of (4.50). 

Fromm Appendix 4.B we have 

CC = Q* + Op(T-V2), 

w'A{h-w'A{h- ll-n--n-ll)w)w = A4 + A5 + OP(I) , 

W'AQ-'eW'AQ-'e = Ae + A7 + 0P{1), 

so o 

[RCR'}-[RCR'}-11 = [RQ*RVl + Op{T
1/2), (4.C.10) 

and d 

FwnFwn = I- Q*R' [RQ'RT1 R + Op(T-^2). (4.C.11) 

Hence,, we can write 

FwnCW'AiQ-FwnCW'AiQ-11 - ü-l)WCR' {RCR')~l RCW'AOrle 

==  (l-Q*R'[RQ*R'Yl
 R)Q*(A4 + A5)Q*X 

R'R' {RQ*R!T' RQ*{A6 + A7) + Op(T~I) 

-- FQ.Q*(AA + A5)(I + FQ.)Q*(A6 + A7) + Op(T-ï), (4.C.12) 
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withh FQ. = I - Q*R' [RQ'RT1 R. Using similar derivations as for E[A4Q*A6]  in Ap-

pendixx 4.B it can be derived that 

E[AE[AAA(I(I  + FQ,)Q*Ae] = 0(T~l) 

E[AE[A44(I(I  + FQ.)Q*A7]  = 0(T~l) 

E[AE[A55(I(I  + FQ.)Q*A6} = 0{T~l) 

E[AE[A55(I(I  + FQ.)Q*A7]  = 0(T~l), 

Notingg that FQ.Q* is 0{T^) the second term in (4.C.9) is o(T~l) and we have 

EE [SFGLSDV,R -ö] = E {SGLSDV,R -è}+ oiT'1), (4.C.13) 

whichh establishes the result in (4.50). 


